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Bema: Dear President Heady.

By ROBERT S. GOETSCH

(The following was a letter to
UNM President Ferrel Heady.)
I have in my possession a copy of
the "Statement of Policy" adopted
by the UNM Regents on Aug. 8,
1970. I have read this statement, and
certain questions regarding the
content of· it have occurred to me.
As a graduate student at UNM, I feel
that it is my responsibility to
communicate with you about these
questions.
Under the first division of this
statement, I find that "the Regents
call upon the administration and
faculty to continue to implement
reasonable means for hearing the
voices of students." However, the
only real meaning that I can find in
the entire section is that the
administration and faculty will listen
to ~:tudents when and if the
administration and faculty feel like
it, and that the 'cbroad avenues of
communication ... " will perhaps
never become avenues of action. I
still find the attitude of the Regents
to be one of condescension and
authoritarianism, rather than one of
fellowship and cooperation. When
methods of peaceful change are so

limited, it is sheer arrogance to
demand that "students... reject the
tactics of disruption as a method of
implementing change... "
Th'e second section of this
statement is titled "rights and
responsibilities at UNM." Section 6
of this part of the statement, on
pages 6-8, constitutes, in my
opinion, a tremendous threat to both
the political and academic freedom
of students and faculty on this
campus. I feel that portions of this
section abridge or deny certain
constitutionally guaranteed rights,
especially the rights of free speech
and free assembly.
Particularly, what constitutes
obstruction and disruption? A
peaceful but ('unauthorized"
presentation of student grievances to
the UNM president? And, what is
"unauthorized" entry? Do I need a
permit from you to enter my student
Union? What constitutes
intimidation? Can "there be verbal
intimidation? Is that anything like
"verbal assault?" Any sort of strong
criticism can be termed intimidation.
What has happened to my freedom
of speech?
The section banning defacement
of University property seems to be
made to order for limiting free
speech. Any "unauthorized" sign or
poster, if expressing ideas or urging
actions frowned upon by the
Regents or administration, could be
torn down or covered up by
"authorized" persons. I suggest that
any large crowd, gathered on the
campus, would, of necessity,
somewhat interfere with access to or
exit from certain limited portions of
the campus. Under this restriction,
any gathering could be banned on
the UNM campus. And where can I
get the proper authority to set a fire
to damage or destroy University
property? This seems to be a
superfluous restriction.
I thoroughly agree with the
restriction set forth on the "use or
possession of the campus of firearms,
(and) ammunition." To really
enforce this, I suggest that you

• •

search the dorms, room by room. president under the "state of
This would be very unpopular, but emergency," such a state of
you would find a lot of weapons in emergency being determined by the
the possession of one of the most president himself. I find the
violence-prone segments of the delegation of such authority by the
campus community: the far right.
Regents to the president to be
Section 6 presents problems about irresponsible. I am frightened by the
the interference with free speech. vagueness of the conditions which
How precise a definition will you or constitute a state of emergency:
the Regents use of "incitement" in "That the orderly processes of the
an emergency? And another section _ University are seriously threatened."
could be used to show that the A strike by the Physical Plant would
statement, "Give me liberty or give surely threaten a good many orderly
me death," demonstrates the processes. Would the president
"probability that the person declare a state of emergency and fire
constitutes a physical danger to every striker? Would a peaceful,
himself."
non-violent march that drew
Two other sections, taken students away from classes threaten
together, act as a sort of blanket "the orderly processes of the
injunction against any sort of University"?
demonstration for which permission
Finally, I was nearly infuriated by
has not been obtained from the the section titled "Academic Due
administration or Regents. Could Process at UNM." Under the cloak of
you give me further information on this noble clause, the Regents
what dangerous and subversive proceed to destroy due process at
actions might be covered under UNM. "The Interim Standby Policy
section 6(a)(xi)?
may also be invoked if the president
Finally, I feel that the section reports to the Regents that, in his
setting forth the penalties for judgement, the regular campus
violating any of the above judicial process is failing or is likely
restrictions, is intended to intimidate to fail to accord due process to the
any persons who might find student charged or to the University
themselves in opposition to the community as a whole; and if the
Regents, the administration or the Board (of Regents) concurs with the
state legislature.
president's judgement." The intent is
I fully realize that section 6 is an clear. If the president or Regents
interim measure. However, since it disagree with the Student Standards
would be the basis of a future, Committee, or if outside pressure is
permanent standard, I would brought to bear upon them to
certainly appreciate it if you would disagree, due process guaranteed to
inform me of your opinion of these students as members of the
standards, and reply to some of the Associated Students is to be ignored.
And the Regents undoubtedly
objections I have raised..
On page 9, in the introductory wonder why students regard them
passage to the section titled "State suspiciously.
of Emergency," it is stated that the
This entire document is aimed at
University must be free from making both students and faculty
"coercion and the unlawful. use of totally unquestioningly subservient
force." Exactly how would you to the Regents and the
describe the recent actions on administration. This document
campus of armed gangs of uniformed ignores several of the Constitutional
men v.:hose presence. was not rights of students and faculty. I beg
au thor1zed by yourself or the you to believe that enforcement of
Regents?
this policy can only result in further
I am extremely distrustful of the alienation of the student body from
dictatorial powers granted to the the administration of the University.
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Vice President Spiro Agnew last
and committments abroad, he will have sacrificed years, yes, and
night launched another attack on
States has been all the time and
hint darkly that the President has some their lives in as selfless a
Agnew also told the news
congressional "radical liberals"
where he stands today.
been
taken
over
by
the
conference
he will face militafi-tcause
as
any
nation
has
ever
calling them "the nation's major military-industrial complex.
"And
this
is
very
significant.
students
on
national television in
undertaken."
roadblock for the remainder of
for this senator who as much as the near future to discuss campus
"When
the
President
uses
The Vice President then added
this century both in our quest for force-as he did in Cambodia-to
any other American political life problems "in an atmosphere
world peace and in the progress protect American lives, the radical that the radical liberals were
has always had his political course where there are no
beginning to "read the mood of
we must make at home."
charted out for him in advance by demonstrations and no
liberal gets almost hysterical."
the
American people" and as they
Once again, however, Agnew
those
sage navigators-the cheerleaders." The date of the
Agnew added that the radical did so they were trying to
refused to name those liberal
professional
pollsters."
will also excuse "campus
meeting, he said, was not yet
congressmen who he considers to violence as the inevitable and "disguise their identity. Lately
Agnew also said Fulbright "will settled.
they
have
started
coming
to
town
be the major stumbling blocks for justified response of the
not be forgotten" for saying that
He added that he thought such
the Nixon administration. He did, alienated-but he luridly masquerading as moderates."
the United States "ought to a meeting would help toward "a
Moderates
however, make several clear denounces the reaction of workers
welcome North Vietnam's greater accord between the
But, Agnew said, (referring to
references to a number of senators and the peacekeeping efforts of
prceminance in Indo- administration and students," and
including Edward Kennedy, the police as harbingers of Sen. George McGovern D·N.D.)
china . . . . When he is that it would clear up the Nixon
"the senator who rose in the
D·Mass. and William Fulbright, fascism."
retired ... there will be bipartisan administration's position on
world's greatest deliberative body
D·Ark.
rejoicing all over America."
• national problems.
Speaking at the Albuquerque
Civic Auditorium, Agnew
Calming the Country
characterized the liberals in
"All too often the things on
Congress as patriots but added
which we both agree on are lost in
that they are "neo·isolationthe incentive and the chanting." If
ists . . . at a time when
students and administrative
nco-isolationism openly invites
spokesmen ean sit down together
communist aggression."
it would go a long way toward
"Social Permissionists"
calming the country, he said.
They are "social pcrmissivists at
"Really what we are all looking
a time when America just can't
for is freedom" to live as we wish
stand more permissiveness if this
to live and to elect whom we want
society is to control the radicalism
to represent us. However, the
at its roots," he said.
country
cannot allow a minority
Speaking at a Republican Party
to
dictate
what the majority will
fund·raising rally Agnew called
do, Agnew said.
the radicals a group of people who
"We can't govern by
will do anything to undermine the
referendum
every Monday
policies of the Nixon
morning."
administration. "Such, my
Agnew also said he would be
friends, arc the radical liberals in
making appearances on some
the Congress of the United States.
college campus•:s this fall but did
"They des! roycd a President of
not name any.
their own party, Lyndon Johnson.
In response to a question on
Now they arc trying to destroy
the state of the nation's economy
another, Richard Nixon. But they
he said the administration did not
are going to fail. Because in 1970
think "the economic issue is a
Democrats, Republicans and
hindrance to this administration.'
independents, moderates, centrists
We know that . . . the
and conservatives are going to join
super-heated economy is difficult
together to administer the
Scurry to Canada
to reverse.''
to
say
that
this
'chamber
reeks
of
Bolster Campaigns
poI i tical defeats that they so
"The radical liberal will tell you
Agnew added that the
blood' will have a hard time
Agnew was in New Mexico to "Democrats created inflation and
richly deserve."
that if the war goes on, the best of convincing"
the country that "he bolster the campaign of
"Delays, Weakens"
our young people will scurry off is a model" ate man."
it is a false issue for them." He
Republican senatorial hopeful also said that "by the end of this
Agnew added that the radical to Canada; he will tell you that
Kennedy,
Agnew
said,
"enlisted
Anderson Carter. Carter is running
liberal "is the kind who delays, or the real heroes are the ones who
suddenly" as a moderate and against incumbent Democrat year unemployment will reverse
weakens or opposes 1lVery refusetoserveinthearmedforces
itself. I think we have seen the
lashed out at "student radicals as Joseph Montoya,
anti-crime bill the President sends of the United States.
worst of it."
At a news conference earlier in
up-at least until public pressure
"Now those may be the heroes 'apostles of force,' 'campus
Agnew also said that "every
becomes irrcsistablc.
of radical libe!·als-but they arc commandos.' Why, he compared the day the Vice President said accusation that I've seen that my
them
to
the
Palestinian
terrorists.
Montoya was "not necessarily a
"He supports every effort to not our hct•ocs," he said.
How surprising-and how radical liberal but he is certainly a rhetoric is polarizing the country"
undercut the President's authority
"Out heroes m·c the American
interesting-that (Kennedy) big spender."· He repeated that is also accompanied by· the same
in foreign policy.
youth who respond to their
should now come charging in theme to the over 500 faithfuls type of rhetoric or worse.
"When the President asks for country's call, who do their
from the far left of the political who payed $100 a person and "Everything I've read is a poorly
the money and weapons needed eotlntry's bidding in a time of
spectrum
toward the center, $150 a couple to attend the · conce~led smoke screen to hid the
to maintain America's strength crises. Our heroes are those Who
fact !;hat these people can't
where the President of the United evening fund-raising rally.
Wednesday, September 16, 1970
answer my questions."
-'
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Secret Service Action
Ruffles Repo Foreman

UNM United Fund
Clarifies Donations
A more inclusive list of charities will appear in the
University United Fund drive solicitation literature this
year, in an attempt to clear up "misconceptions" about
the possible recipients of donations.
Chairman of the annua1 fund drive, William Naylor, said
names of additional charities would be added to the
solicitation literature because a number of people
"misunderstood" the terms of the charity drive, thinking
funds could only be donated to Albuquerque United
Community Fund {UCF) charities.
"The individual can designate any agency to which he
wants his money sent.
"The charities listed on the literature are only
recommendations. This year's mailing will contain a
number of non-UCF agencies, such as the Mental Health
Assn., and the Legal Aid Society," Naylor said.
The on-campus solicitation of contributions to charities
was consolidated into one University conducted drive in
1954 by faculty vote. Prior to that time "multiple
solicitations on campus" existed, said Bill Huber, faculty
representative on the fund raising committee.
Since then, the machinery has grown, with the fund
raising handled by an appointive committee comprised of
representatives from. the faculty, the Physical Plant, the
administrative staff, and the medical school complex.
Monies are handled through a special University bank
account.
Huber said confusion between the University United
Fund and the Albuquerque UCF grew out of the fact that
"over the year people forgot the original faculty
, -proposal."
"The single drive was originally set up for _t\vo purposes.
First, to allow the individual faculty and staff member to
receive only one donation request, and second, to allow
the individual to give to any charity of his choice.
"The problem was that school starts all over the country
at the same time as local charity drives. The
University-sponsored drive became associated \vith the
Albuquerque UCF," he said.
Huber estimated a "majority" of University faculty and
staff were confused about which charities could receive
funds donated through the drive and this created
"discontent".
·
"People would be opposed to one of the agencies
funded by UCF or think their contribution would only go
to the charities listed," Huber said.
An additional sheet listing "as many charities as we can
find" is being added to the pledge card mailing, Huber said.
'"~·- This year's drive will begin Sept. 28 with mailings to all
University faculty and staff members, with contributions
_expected to reach "close to $30,000," said Naylor.
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For their "gifts to our national life" President Nixon has declared
the week of September 14·21 National Hispanic Heritage Week.
Celebrations of the Hispanic culture in New Mexico will include a
special day at the State Fair. Mexican groups such as Mariachi Gala
featuring lead singer Eraclis Perez are scheduled to perform.

Mariachi Gala

•

U Assured $100,000 1n
Many UNM students who need
financial aid to pay tuition have
been turned down because the
University simply ran out of Joan
money.
Lavon McDonald, associate
director of student aids, said he
had to turn down 300 to 400
student who applied for National
Defense Student Loans (NDSL)
because President Nixon originally
vetoed the aid to education bill.
Since the President reversed his
initial decision to veto the bill,
UNM has been assured it will now
receive at least $100,000 in
additional funds to cover the
NDSL loans.
McDonald urged students who
had applied for the NDSL loans
but were turned down because of
a lack of funds, and who have not
been contacted by the student
aids office, to make an
appointment to fill out the forms.
"That way, we will get the
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paperwork out of the way," said
McDonald.
Those who were turned down
for any reason other than a lack
of funds to loan, need not apply
again, he said.
A brief, but disturbing shortage
of funds cropped up the first day
of classes Monday, when persons
waiting to get their tuition
deferred were told student aids
was out of money. A quick phone
call got assurances of anadditional
$15,000 from the University
business office to continue
deferring tuition.
Carroll J. Lee, comptroller said
there is no state appropriation for
student loans because the
University can not lend tax
money. Therefore, all money to
defer tuitions or book payments
must come from private sources
which have been donated to
UNM.
$3 0 0, 000 was originally
appropriated from the private
gifts to cover tuition deferments.
The figure was increased to
$325,000, and then to $340,000
with the last $15,000
appropriation.
·
The University is apparently
straining all Its resources to help
students get enrolled. "Frankly,
we are stretching just about as far
as we can," said Lee.
He added there are still some
private sources to draw upon if
necessary.
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to the College and Career department. Look for the
green "First Baptist Church" bus on Sunday mornings. Bus
schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05; Hokona Hall, 9:1 0; and
Baptist Student Center, 9:15. ·Return to campus at 12: 10.
It's free, of course.
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Funds

Director of Admissions J.C.
MacGregor said several factors
have combined to cause the loan
fund shortage:
-Many persons are registering
late because University College
now requires that transfer
students have all records and
transcripts prior to registering.
-Veterans receiving benefits
from the government do not
receive their first check until the
end of October.
-"A lot of people just do not
get the word" (about when
tuition is due).
-Personal reasons.
-"The economic situation is
tight all the way around."
Although there have been
problems finding enough money
to loan, McDonald said he thinks
the bulk of the students have been
helped.
Lee pointed out that beginning
next semester, students who can
qualify for credit, will be able to
charge tuition books, housing and
other items on MasterCharge or
Bank Americard.
Students wishing to go to the
credit system can apply at the
cashiers office in the
administration building or at the
credit window in the Associated
Students Bookstore.

Voter Registration
All students 2i or older, a New
Mexico resident for one year,
county resident for six months
and local district for 90 days arc
eligible to register for the
upcoming elections. The New
Mexico League of Women Voters
will be at the Union from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. to register new voters.
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A sour-faced Ed Foreman arrived at Spiro Agnew's
fund-raising speech last night after what must have been an
exasperating day for the U.S. Representative from New
Mexico.
Undoubtedly Foreman had looked forward to Agnew's
visit and the boost it would give to his campaign for
reelection in November. But a minor incident at the
Albuquerque Sunport robbed Foreman (at least temporarily)
of the limelight he wished to share with the Vice President.
While shaking the hands of supporters with Agnew in front
of him Foreman was suddenly jerked out ·of line by Secret
Service agents who didn't recognize the staunchly
conservative representative.
It was all disconcerting to Foreman who missed the
remainder of the handshaking spree along with a chance to.
make points in the presence of the Veep.
Foreman's feathers were smoothed after a heavy dose of
Spiro and the healing power of Republican chums at the
Civic Auditorium.

i

Opposite Popefoy Hall

The New Mexico Lobo is
published dally every regular week
of thP. University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
tho academic year.
The opinions exPressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the au thor solely,
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editodal board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

Confrontation
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Police Shove, Hit Marchers
Agnew Protestors Dispersed
s up porters entering the
By Barbara Morgan
auditorium.
There was no violence until
At least two demonstrators
were hit or shoved to the ground poI ice advanced on the
during a police-student disorganized crowd after Agnew
confrontation outside Civic had finished his speech and left by
Auditorium last night as about 50 a back entrance.
A much milder confrontation
marchers protested Spiro Agnew's
republican party fund raising occurred earlier in the day during
A g n e w ' s a r r i va I a t t h e
speech.
One girl said she was "shoved Albuquerque Sunport. A
off her feet" by Assistant Chief of dissappointing crowd of 200
Police AI Swallows as officers persons had shown up to greet
cleared the area in front of the Agnew. Exactly six were
building. Police attempted to anti-Agnew.
A contingent of UNM football
create a path through shouting
demonstrators for the departing players, resplendent in hanlon golf
shirts, immediately took
guests at Agnew's speech.
The girl shoved by the police, · exception with the anti-Agnew
Lynn Lane, claimed to have heard element and began to discuss the
"that man Swallows say, 'This is prospect of doing away with any
the only country where Jews and derrogatory signs ("I'll rip that
communists can live without sonofabitch up-Let's get 'urn").
At first the athletes contented
persecution." Miss Lane said she
"repeated it back to hiqt" and was themselves with blocking out
end-the-war signs, but after
shoved off her feet.
When a marcher shouted Agnew landed placards were taken
"Agnew has a circumcised head," from the protestors and shredded.
In the interim one of the
Michael Blake an on duty reporter
said he "heard (Deputy Police protestors, Lisa Nasci, had a
Chief AI) Swallows reply, 'Yeah, heated conversation with the
footballers (mostly freshmen).
and you're what's left.' "
When
her motives were question
Three policemen continued
advancing across the parking lot Nasci replied that her reason for
against shouted orders from a being there was "love of
sargeanl:. One of the officers country."
One of the Agnew supporters
delivered a "real haymaker" blow
to Bill Dix a retreating countered with" "If you're in the
minority you better learn to live
demonstrator, said Blake.
Milling protestors shouted . with it. And we're bigger than you
"fuck the Republican Party" at
the departing speech audience,
and police advanced to ostensibly
clear a path through the crowd to
the parking lot. The slow retreat
of protestors and the faster
advance of the officers provoked
the physical confrontration.
Earlier, a National Liberation
Front flag had been raised shortly
after the group of demonstrators
arrived in front of the
police-blocked building. During
Agnew's speech the most activity
the dwindling group of
demonstrators could muster was
shouting "fuck you Agnew" to his
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This picture was taken shortly after demonstrators arrived at Civic
Auditorium, before Vice President Agnew spoke. Following Agnew's
speech, a-minor confrontation developed between demonstrators and
police.

are." Another irate gridman told
Masci, "If you love this country
why don't you let the government
run it."
When Nasci asked the
ballplayers why they had attended
Agnew's arrival they told her,
"Because the coach told us to be
here." There was no violence at
the Sunport except for minor
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...Lobo photo by Bob Wassetman
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scuffles for
when
the sign-toters!l~~~~~~~~~;;~;::~;~;;;;;;;;;:.:;:;;:~
jockeyed
position.
The march of demonstrators
last night began on the mall and
gathered strength as it collected
marchers in Roosevelt Park. No
incidents marred the procession's
progress to the Civic Auditorium
as it proceeded down Central Ave.
Tim Kimball, UNM graduate
student at the head of the line of
marchers, said, "Anarchy is the
word; we have made no plans to
do anything in particular when we
get there." Doug Nance, another
lead marcher said, "Nobody
organized this thing. We heard
Agnew was coming and some of
us decided something should be
done. We expected about five
people to show up."
Marcher Larry Stutz said, "I'm
a veteran and so is Tim Kimball.
There are a lot of us here.
Anothe:.- member of the
procession, black student
rP::.EE COFFE::£
Emmanuel Milledge said, "I'm a
veteran and I'm marching because
Nixon's administration didn't
CATERED
approve the veterans pay raise.
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Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series concerning
Isla Vista, Calif,

Know to Aim Low?
Join the N M Guard

Editor's note: The
Albuquerque unit of the New
Mexico National Guard was given
this test recently. See if you too,
can pass this test "with flying
colprs":

7, Tear agent CS grenades could
be used effectively:
A.To disperse a crowd
assembled on a hospital
lawn.
B.. To break up a mob eye-ball
to eye·ball against our
platoon line.
NMDMA LP 4, July 1970
INSTRUCTIONS: Place a mark
C. On a busy interstate
highway to discourage
over the BEST answer.
civilian traffic.
1. A "show of force" is using a
rifle butt to move a rioter out of 8. A foot patrol in a civil
the way.
disturbance is used effectively:
A. True
A. To demonstrate a "show of
B. False
force."
2. Two important rules for use of
B. Disperse large mobs.
force are: Use Minimum force and
C. Assist fire departments fight
'nvoid bloodshed.
fires.
A. True
D. To talk to civilians in the
B. False
disturbance area.
3. An accepted rule in controlling 9. A motor patrol to be effective
crowds is:
and remain under control of
A. Allow crowds to form.
battery officers should follow the
B. Take sides with those that same l'Outes at the same speed so
are right.
the commander knows where they
are.
C. Disperse crowds rapidly.
A. True
D. Argue with the leaders to
B. False
show they are wrong.
4. When using force to disperse a 10. National guardsmen are
crowd, it is best to have one authorized to fire at a vehicle that
marksman fire at the crowd refuses to stop at a roadblock in
the civil disturbance area.
before using CS. (tear gas)
A. True
A. True
B. False
B. False
5. When troops fire at rioters, the 11. A foot patrol has run into
trouble in a disturbance area. To
aim is:
A. Over their head to scare call for help they would use:
A. Radio.
them.
B. '1'elephone.
, B. Up in the air to warn them.
C. Messenger or voice.
C. To kill.
D. Any of the above.
D. Low, to wound.
6. New Mexico National 1 2 . Road b I ocks are used
Guardsmen will move into a civil effectively in a civil disturbance
disturbance area without to:
ammunition. It will be flown in
A. Check drivers licenses.
by aircraft if needed.
B. Isolate a disturbance area.
A. True
C. Search civilian cars and seize
B. False
their liquor.
D. Slow down traffic.
=JJ!fj;:fi~f,jj 13. When it is necessary that an
.!.
arrest be made, the best person to
do the job is:
A. The squad leader.
B. The platoon leader.
C. The 1st Sergeant.
D. A civilian police officer.
14. A female suspect has been
arrested by your foot patrol. She

Child Care Center
Will Open Sept. 17

2937 MONTE VISTA N.E.

The GSA-ASUNM Child Care
Center will open Thursday
morning after workmen, the
center's staff members and
parents finish building and
cleaning chores.
The Thursday opening date is
one day later than expected. The
Lobo erroneously reported the
Child Care Center opened Monday
morning.
Center Director Louise Billotte
said the total number of children
and infants who will be in the
center sometime during the day
will "be about 120."
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Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE
GREEK 1<111: Time to be announced
New Testament Greek for beginners
BIBLE 1311: Tuesdays 7-10 pm Christian Student Center
Genesis through Esther

"There's going to be definite unr?st here ne~t qu~rter. ~?me
people said th&t there is going to be ~got every Fnday ~Ig.Jlt. . . .
John H&nkins projected this unrest on Sept, 4 durmg a speCial
interview with '1'he Lobo. Hankins, 22, is a resident of Isla Vista,
Calif. the off·campus college community of the University of
'
California at
Santa Barbara
(UCSB) where
he attends
school. Han·
kins is also
editor of the
Isla Vista
Viewpoint, a
weekly news·
paper.
Who instigated the rioting from June 4·11 after i7 were indicted
for the Feb. 25 Bank of America burning? The police or the
student;s?
"Neither", Hankins believes. "The community attitude of Santa
Barbara instigated the riots and we've tried and tried and tried to
change this attitude but there is still a strong 'father·son' type
relationship in this area. A conservative
I'm-older-than-you-so-I·know-more·than-you attitude still prevails in
this COl,!!ltY (Santa Barbara)."
The Lobo received several reactions to the Bank of America
conflagration. The concensus was that it was unwarranted.
"The bank burning was a street party that got out of hand," said a
21-year·old English student. Yet what this student concluded
typifies the uncertainness of the interviewees that The Lobo faced
through every interrogation. "These people here want to live in
peace-they don't dig violence-and that's why they burned the
·bank!"
Three of those interviewed estimated that only five percent of the
Isla Vista residents were involved in the bank burning and the
anti-indictment demonstrations which followed. The possibility of
outside agitation during previous disturbances was termed by Larry
Jones, a 23-year·old political science graduate student as "bullshit."
He didn't believe outside agitation would have been needed.
Nine of the 10 interviewed expected trouble this school year but
they were unable to give concrete reasons for any outbreaks. R.B.
Stewnrt, 53, and owner of a service station one block away from the
Bank of America building, believed this year in Isla Vista was en a
"downward trend." Despite this trend, he said he knew of several
disenchanted students who were transferring from UCSB.
"Most of the students here are sick and tired of it (disorders),"
Stewart said. "Many of the students I know are thinking of
transferring to Davis (University of California, Davis)."
A feature story in the Aug. 14 issue of the Isla Vista Viewpoint
gave the Bank of America a 50 percent chance of survival after
polling 101 local citizens. The new Bank of America building was
described by one of The Lobo's interviewees as a "fortress".
The structure is of Spanish architecture and slightly larger than
the one destroyed last February on the same plot. Flame-retardant
materials and bullet-proof windows and doors were used throughout
construction. Steel latticework over the windows came off as
decorative but is a definite deterrent to any thrown or launched
object. The new edifice will be opened around the beginning of the
fall quarter, Oct. 4. Patrons are presently being served at a small
temporary bank located just west of the new structure. All but two
people interviewed by The Lobo expected attempts to destroy the
new bank, and two predicted it would be bombed.
Throughout the interrogations, no specific group was pinpointed
as a perpetrator of violence. If a reason could be given for the
violence, it would be the mere tension that exists with the presence
of police en masse in an upper-middle class ghetto-type community
that Isla Vista may appear to be. "This tension was typified with an
overwhelming presence of police last June 10 when residents began
chanting "call in the guard-save us from the pigs!" recalled Carter
Ray, 21, a UCSB student and a Viewpoint reporter. The Lobo was
unable to get any opinions from the Isla Vista police.

Blamed for Riots

is very belligerent and is using
obscene words. You should:
A. Search her immediately and
turn her over to civilian
police.
B. Question her extensively to
find out what she knows.
C. Turn her over to your
pia too n commander,
battery commander, or
civilian police.
D. Turn her loose. Women are
not arrested.
15. In establishing a roadblock,
2% ton trucks can be used
effectively if no other material is
available.
A. True
B. False
16. Members of a motor patrol
should have a police officer along
to:
A. Command the patrol.
B. Give orders to load and fire
weapons.
C. Make arrests.
D. Furnish protection for
members of the patrol.
Answers

·o--·gy
·v-·st
·o--·vt
·a-·1n
·a-·gr

·a-·n
·a-·ot
·v-·6
·v-·s
·a-·L

·a-·g
·a-·s
·a-·v
·o--·g
·v-·g
·a-·t

Art Show
Enrique C. Altamirano, a
member of the fine arts
department at the University of
Chihuahua will show 50 pieces of
his work in an exhibit to be
viewed Friday and Saturday
outside the ballroom at the
Union. Included in the exhibit
will be 30 sculptures and 20
paintings. Altamirano, a leader in
the new art movement will also
give a free lecture in Spanish at
the exhibit on Friday 8 p.m.

A Stimulating
So many Southwest histories
are of interest only to the limited
number of almost fanatical
specialists and buffs of that
particular and peculiar era of
westward settlement and
expansion, Not so with "Chasing
Geronimo: The Journal of
Leonard Wood, May-september
1886" (UNM Press, $6.95).
With a fine introduction and
epilog by Jack C. Lane, "Chasing
Geronimo" gives insights into the
Army's constabulary role, rather
than the usual military role.
The 1886 campaign against
Geronimo was the climax to the
so-called "Indian Wars" of the
West and to some degree shows
how the military men involved
used these wars to further their
careers and political aspirations.
While campaigning against
Geronimo, Leonard Wood was a
medical officer. At this time he
decided recognition lay in the
fighting and not the fixing end of
the Army. The fame he achieved
as commander of the Rough
Riders (no, T.R. was only famous
for some tactically unsound
charge up a fortified hill) he
parlayed into the Army's highest
post, chief of staff. And went on
to be the leading candidate for the
Republican presidential
nomination in 1920.
,
The book may have been just
that much better with more
pictures, though those used are
well selected to convey the feeling
of the time.

***

Community College
There are still a few openings
left in the Community College
program of 150 non-credit
courses. Courses with openings
include creative writing, modern

Hebrew, religion and society, and
advanced Spanish. Also offered is
a class in the Albuqerque Cultural
Scene, a six-week class to begin
Oct. 6. A class in the New Mexico
Legislative Process will be taught
by Robert A. Mondragon, a
candidate for lieutenant governor.
Most of the courses have no
prerequisite. Registration is at the
Continuing Education Building on
the northwest corner of Yale and
Lomas.

evening at the University of
Albuquerque.
Risco's address, on the causes
and effects of the Mexican
Revolution, is sponsored by the
Southwest Cultural Center in
honor of Mexican Independence
Day.
The lecture will be in the
student center ballroom on the U.
of A. campus at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

Free U Ideas
LaRaza Editor
E l iezer Risco, former
department chairman of the
chicano studies department at
Fresno State College and former
editor of La Raza, will speak this

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

The final day to submit ideas
for classes to be taught in the Free
University fall semester is Sept.
21. Any UNM student or faculty
member may volunteer to teach a
class.
Class instructors should sign up
in the Free University office in
the Honors Center.
Registration for the Free
University will be Sept. 23·25 in
the Union.

More History
An additional section in history
161 has been opened. Section 024
of the American history class will
meet Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at 8:15. The instructor
will be E. Hallerson.

Mountaineering

__Cold-Brewed-B-S.B-Ballantine
P. Ballnnllno & Sons, NfJwark, Now Jorsoy

The University Mountaineering
Club, participating in
rockclimbing, hiking, camping,
snowshoeing and touring,
throughcmt__the y.ear, -win· meet
Wednesday, Sept, 16 at 7:30p.m.
in room 250 D of the Union.
Slides will be shown afterwards.

NEW MEXICp LOBO

Starting off on the right ear is
KUNM's new station manager
Lance Woodworth, better known
as Woody.
At the job since July 3, Woody
points to his newly painted office
walls (pumpkin-colored, with
green trim) as indicators of the
changes at the station "to help
keep people's heads in the right
place," he said.
KUNM will remain about the
same musically. The station has
acquired over 150 new rock
albums which will help to handle
special requests. The manager is
hoping to purchase complete
record sets of the Beatles,
Country Joe and the Fish and
other popular rock groups. Woody
also wants to build a library
available to disc jockeys putting
their own shows together.
The KUNM music format has
undergone major changes. The
concept of Bone Yard, which
served to unify all the afternoon
shows, has been eliminated,
Woody said. Instead individual
DJ's
are encouraged to create
Western Keinholz spawned-that
$1.25) William Cass takes us,
their
own
programs.
type artistic milieu may not be short story by short story,
Replacing
Bone Yard as a
just right anywhere but in Los through the minds of the heart of
unifying
theme
are "Tesseract"
Angeles or New York.
the country.
and
"Magic
Theater."
"Tesseract
Converesely, where else in the
In his lead story, which lends
is
a
fantastic
improvisational
its
title
to
the
book,
Cass
sets
United States could the folk art
depicted in Roland Dickey's down prose poems with titles like thing," said Woody, "while 'Magic
"New Mexico Village Arts" (UNM , "Weather," "My House," "A Theater' will be electronic, Indian
Press, paper edition $2.98) have Person," "The Church," and Eastern music, blues and
some lighter rock."
been produced?
"Politics," and "Vital Data."
Listeners will hear all music in
"A
Place"
is
sort
of
this:
"So
I
Dickey explores the
stereo
with the newly purchased
hand-crafted utilitarian objects as have sailed the seas and come ...
$2100
stereo cartridge machine."
to B •.•
well as that done with artistic
Woody
classifies KUNM as an
consciousness and intent. He says,_ a small town fastened to a field in
underground
station. "We are
"Beautifulfhings made by hand Indiana, Twice there have been
provide a relief from the twelve hundred people here to what the East and West Coast
systematic lines and textures of answer to the census. The town is stations are about," he said.
"We are turning on the high
modern manufacture, and keep outstandingly neat and shady, and
schoolers
and new people to a
awake sensitivities that are dulled always puts its best side to the
totally
different
thing. If we want
by standardization."
highway. On one lawn there's
Dickey says in his preface to even a wood or plastic iron deer." to be in the vanguard, we have to
the 1970 edition that he felt in
"Mrs. Mean" is a strange and be where music is going."
1949 "there (was) no returning"
thoughtful look into the
to the arts rapidly changing or nasty -1 ad y -down-the-street
Dance At Union
being discontinued. Now he syndrome.
realizes the import of his own
"The Pedersen Kid" is a
Ballroom
work and the work of others super-real (because of the
doing this sort of anthropological intensity of the descrtptive
8:00-10:30 Wed.
art history. In books and narrative) de.lving into the
photographs, and by preserving maleness of farm life. At times the
$1 Admission
the actual objects themselves, we story approaches the unreal, but
this may be because of the
can return.
Indeed, Dickey is right when he harshness of the winter scene. By
music by the
says, "It is in the arts that the far, the best story because of the
MAGIC SAM
spirit of man is captured and set innovative handling of the shock
factor.
free." The book is valuable to
anyone who cares about people
Stephen M. Part
who create.
The only major fault the book
suffers under is that many of the
drawings are poorly rendered.
Photographs would have better
served Dickey's purpose.

Asked where music is headed,
Woody sees a reversion to softer
sounds. "It had to happen," he
said. "Hard rock is going out. If it
continued in the same tradition,
rock would disappear from the
realm of music.·
''Broadcast hours have been
expanded and news programming
and the news staff have been
increased," continued Woody.
"Since this is a political year we
plan to arrange interviews with
various candidates. We are trying
to get that together now," Woody
said. "We will continue to
subscribe to 'Pacifica,' a
non-profit organization which
provides noncommercial talk
shows."

Lobo Review

Artistically, New Mexico is an
amazing place. An Eastern Warhol
might never be generated, nor a

Register at the Christian Student Center or at first class
$5.00-Full Credit
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Manager Revises Format

Community Mood

•,

BIBLE 1312: Thursdays 7-10 pro Christian Student Center
The Life and Teaching of Jesus

Enroll In A
Bible Course For Credit · - - -

KU NM --Right Ear!

By DAVE BRANDS
and MARK SANCHEZ

'

~chase'

KUNM also has an intern
program to assist persons
interested in obtaining third-class
broadcasting licenses.

-New Chieagq

Twin Pack __________ 3.99

ng.

9,9S

-'-'W ood!!tock
Double Albuttt ----··-- 9.95
:reg. 17.95
--<Creedence Clennv.a ter
Cosmo's FacUltY----- 3.99
reg, 6.98

·Over 2000 t«pes to oltoose
f-ti1ntt-L16trm before you clwose
C:o:ntplct<J recordinu repair anrl
· in«tallatum f M'ilities.
l:lonkAmer!¢td/MosterChorgo

:·-

***

"In the Heart of the Heart of
the Country" (Perennial Library,

.

et

·c\e~~

Existentialism? \'\e' /'.
Christian Existentialism? . ~"~
~;.<-~
Is •t
1 an ....1sm "7. \0 e:-t~
::t--&.

o-~

nos
y

A Study
Of the Existential Question
From a Christian Standpoint
first Baptist Church
College-Career Department
101 Broadway NE
9:30a.m. each Sunday

successful
youn!lpeople on t!Je
To ~elp Improve
Your Gradepoint

Ride the "green one,..

Write Better Papers

Pam

Improve Study Skills

265-6761

Take Better Notes

FREE SPEED READING LESSON

Room 13-3 5:30 & B:OO p.m.

••

to the College and Career department. Look for the
green "First Baptist Church" bus on Sunday mornings. Bus
schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05; Hokona Hall, 9:1 0; and
Baptist Student Center, 9:15. Return to campus at 12:10.
·
It's free, of course.

Wednesday, September 16, 1970

Call
Ann or

Aftend Today

Howard Johnson's Midtown

Read Faster

CLASSES
STARi

Comprehend More

Tuesday, Sept. 22, 7:00p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 26, 9:00a.m.

Evelyn Wood READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth Drive NE

265-6761
Page 5
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Offense

Saturday's
Two-Deep
Roster

Defense

TE-82
26

Milre Carpenter ( 209, Sr,)
Phil Franczyk (184, Sr.)

LT-76
72

Henry Noe (226, Sr.)
John Urban (244, Soph)

LG-62
68

Brad Bramer (235, Jr.)
Jim Swedeen (216, Soph)

C-50
54

Steve Swanson (202, Jr.)
Tod Klein (217, Jr.)

RG--67
61

Tom Walker (213, Jr.)
Skip Lawson (215, Jr.)

RT-71
74

John Shipkowski (255, Jr.)
Ron Kohl (214, Soph)

SE-86
87

Lester Belle (201, Soph)
Pat Curran (193, Soph)

QB-18
17

Rocky Long (171, Jr.)
Ernest Jones (173, Soph)

LH-34
46

Nate McCall (194, Jr.)
Ken Dennard (177, Soph)

FB-23
33
RH-22
45

NEW
MEXICO LOBO
i

WORLD N~WS
LLB-63
64
LE-51
49

Jerry Buckner (212, Sr.)
Terry Wollitz (217, Jr.)

LT-66
77

Rob Winter (207, Jr.)
Mike Baumgarner (230, Jr.)

MLB-40
44

Houston Ross (220, .Tr.)
Paul Blanchard (218, Soph)

RT-70
75

Rod Wallace (273, Sr.)
George Oakes (231, Soph)

RE-85
83

Mike Buck (204, Jr.)
Oscar Fennell (228, Soph)

RLB-60
55

By United Press International

Cliff Archer (193, Jr.)
Paul Sitkowski (203, Soph)

Herman Fredenberg (205, Jr.)
Mike Barb~:,re (208, Jr.)

LC-47
24

Ernest Mallory (166, Sr.)
Don Dungan (179, Soph)

SS-16
35

Bob Gaines (186, Jr.)
Carlton Spriggs (201, Soph)

Sam Scarber (235, Sr.)
Pat Gallagher (196, Jr.)

WS-28
32

Jay Morrison (189, Sr.)
Al Sevilla (173, Jr.)

Fred Henry (180, Soph)
Steve Fuller (174, Jr.)

RC-29
27

Bruce Markham (169, Jr.)
Dennis Timpe (180, Jr.)

Police Swarm Panther Headquarters
NEW ORLEANS-Police swarmed around a sandbagged Black
Panther heaqquarters Tuesday and traded rifle and shotgun fire with
armed Negroes inside.
The blacks" were flushed out with tear gas and 14 were arrested. None
of the 200 policemen or Panthers was injured.
Mayor Moon Landrieu and Police Superintendent Clarence Giarrusso
ordered officers into the black neighborhood after a night they called a
"systematic reign of terror" that included sniping, beatings and
fire bombings.
With helicopters circling overhead, officers wearing bullet-proof vests
climbed aboard "Big Bertha," an armor-plated tJ:uck, and stormed the
two-story building. "Sons of Desire Cultural Center," proclaimed a sign
on a porch.
"It was a tremendous exchange of fire," Giarrusso said, "Most of the
fire came from the house."
But one policeman said he fired at least 100 rounds from his rifle.
Officers seized a cache of Panther guns.

:.,,,

Nixon to Tour Europe
WASHINGTON-President Nixon will leave Sept. 27 on an eight-day
European tour that will include an audience with Pope Paul VI, an
inspection of military forces in the Mediterranean and a visit to Spain
and Communist Yugoslavia, it was announced Tuesday.
The White House also said the President would confer with
Ambassadors David K. E. Bruce and Philip Habib at some point during
the trip to review the Vietnam negotiations in Paris.
Today Nixon will fly to Kansas and Illinois for a two-day
campaign-style trip in behalf of his foreign policy programs and to
discuss domestic dissent.
Accompanied by Mrs. Nixon and a planeload of Republicans, the
President goes first to Kansas State Univer&ity in Manhattan to deliver
the Alf M. Landon lecture, then flies to Chicago for an overnight stay
and a series of meetings with news executives.

Specialists
PAT & FG--89 Joe Hartshorne (163, Jr.)
' K0-54 Tod Klein (217, Jr.)
Punt{;_-28 Jay Morrison (189, Sr.)

Hijack Thwarted
SAN FRANCISCo-A former mental patient armed with a blank
pistol was shot and seriously wounded Tuesday while trying to hijack a
Trans World Airlines jet to North Korea.
It was the first U.S. skyjack attempt since President Nixon
heightened security in the wake of the Middle East hijackings. The
armed guard who thwarted the hijacking was not one of the U.S.
marshals Nixon had ordered on some planes, but a private Brinks'
courier, Robert De Nisco, 34, Brooklyn, N.Y.
The hijacker was a neatly dressed white man identified as Donald
Bruce Irwin of Reseda, Calif. He underwent hours of surgery for a
bullet wound in the abdomen.
Los Angeles police said Irwin, a sign painter and former mental
patient once told a judge "I wanted to die" after sideswiping a police
car at '100 mph. U.S. Attorney James Browning said he would be
charged with air piracy, which carries a maximum death penalty.
None of the other 55 passengers and crew of seven was injured in the
drama that was played out on the ground ·at San Francisco airport..
The hijacker handed stewardess Sandy Adamson, of Kansas C1ty, a
note at 4:55 a.m. (PDT) when the big Boeing 707 was a few minutes
out of Los Angeles on its final leg to San Francisco.
Two hours and 8 minutes later, as the big plane sat in a remote
corner of the San Francisco airport, surrounded by she~!ff's cars. and
FBI men, De Nisco stepped into the aisle and shot the hiJacker With a
38-caliber revolver.

.
1

FLAVORED

Rudy'-s Third Opening Lineup

IN FLAME/
Burgers
Bar-B-Q
Tenderloin
HotDogs

Open I0:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
842-9270

Across the Street from Popejoy Hall

It has been three years since inexperienced, at least in major
Rudy Feldman took over the college football games, athletes. the Lobos donned equipment for
helm at Loboland.
This year the story is a little the first time early in two-a-day
And, since that time there have different. Feldman saw 34 players drills.
The same is basically true of
been great strides in ·some return with letters from last fall's
Gary
Sloan's defensive line. With
departments and medio.cre strides squad,. and greeted several
in others, UNM survi'lled a 0·10 ·redshirts, "walk·ons", and the likes of newcomer tackles
season the first year Feldman was upcoming freshmen to help add Geroge Oakes and Mike
Baumgarner the competition has
here, and won four of ten last that all-important depth.
year with the help of some bright
Since the spring football drills, been, to say the least, fierce, But
p e r f o r m a n c e s b y m a n y · Feldman has claimed that this Sloan feels fortunate in having the
·year's Lobos will be better than men he does. One of those men is
..........
th ~: last, and every indication Rob Winter. "I wish more of our
......
Q<. points
to the substantiation of prospects were like Rob," Sloan
said. Rob came to Loboland as a
that claim.
At a luncheon, after moving freshman without the benefit of a
~
Steve Swanson up from second full scholarship that many of his
string at center replacing junior comrades had. By the _beginning
college transfer Todd Klein, of his sophomore year, Winter was
Feldman said that "Todd is one of a starter at defensive tackle and is
our junior college boys and it slated to start Saturday evening.
~I
Barring unforeseen injuries, the
takes a while to adjust, But you
first
man at each post will
will see some good performances
definitely
start Saturday, Feldman
0 by
Todd before the season ends." said.
~
Swanson's being moved up
0
from second string is symbolic of
Himeji is a city and industrial
the shuffling offensive line coach center of southwestern centtal
Walt Klinker has been doing since Honshu, Japan,

!===========================:=:=:=:=::::._:_________. . : .___.;_
WELCOMEl
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HEAP'A STYLES WHATEVER
YOUR BAG!
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MOCCASINS
e SANDALS
e FIESTA GARB
e WESTERN HATS
e WESTERN SHIRTS
e BOOTS'
e FARAHS
e LEVI'S
e VESTS
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downtown

PERSONAI,S

TliUNDgRUIHO~UNM's creative liternr)t

and ntt: mngnzlne-~now nec('ptinJ.: ntnff

not•lirntiona. Rrn, 205 .Tournnlism llld~.
- ~ .~o.NOTtCE: ALL CLASSIJ:i'JED AI/S must he
in by 3 p.m. to run the followmg dny.
--~-~-·-~~--·---~~--

HAVE A GOOD TIME!

No Parking! No Waiting!
Go Albuquerque Transit
NEW MEXICO I.OBO

FOR RENT

PI,NASANT

FORSALE

dfnnets in ~xchrtng~ for fret!_ chow and
good company. Cnll Chuck or 1\!fke ilt 2660200 •. 29/~lc:::.S_ _ _~---~-

750 cc. lfARLEY. DAVIDSON engine. OK
<'ondition. $40. 344-3947.

I,OST&FOUND

FOUND: STUOJ>Nl' lD No. 361•34-8406
David H. Phillips. Pick up in Rm. 205,
J"ournnllsm.

SEHVICES

AUTO REPAIR, tune-ups, brnltc.,, Lowcat
)lrico11, BI!ONSON AUTO SEHVICE
247-3102. 9/22
-----~----

'rYPING. IBM electric typcwrlter. Ncar
University, 256·8181. 9/2o

265-7982

HOLMAN 1S, INC.
401 Wyoming NE

Wednesaay, Sept. 16
College of Fine Arts; Union room
249;noon
GSA; Union room 230; noon
Nursing Students; Union room
250C-E; 4:30.6 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 230;
7-10 p.m.
ASUNM; Union theater; 7:30.9:30
p.m.
Flying Lobos; Union room 231-E;
7:30.8:30 p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union room
250D-E; 7:30·10 p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union room 250·C;
7:30.9:30 p.m.
Students for Salazar; Union room
231A-C; 7:30-10 p.m.
YAF; Union room 231-D; 7:30.9:30

HOLMANJSJ INC.
We special order any technical book.
ENGINEERING AND DRAF'TING SUPPLIES
TECHNICAL BOOKS-MAPS
401 WYOMING NE
265-7982

IS A BOOKSTORE TOO!

p.m.

sample listing from

Alpha Kappa Psi; Union room
250·B; 8-9:30 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Union Ballroom;
8-10:30 p.m.
ASUNM; Union lobby; 10 a.rn.-4
p.m.
KUNM; Union lobby; 9 n.m.-5 p.m.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
Feynman-Lectures on Physics, 3 vols.
Thomas-Calculus and Analytic Geometry
Byron-Fuller-Mathematics of Classical and
Quantum Physics

Repair & .\faintcnancc
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialists

Lang-Introduction to Linear Algebra

333 Wyoming Blvd. :NE
265-5901
Free Estimatef

Leveque-Topics in Number Theory

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

ClASSIFICATIONS:
I. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

INSERT THE FOLLOWING

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

ADVERTISEMENT~- TIMES STARTING~--

DEJA UTIFUL, nll white, fluffy MnlnmutcGrent Pyrenees puppy for snlc. $8o. Call
260•0088 nft< r 5 p.m. ( 4 months old).
9/21
1968 SUZUI\1 T200 motorcycle. $260. Excellent oorttlltion. Rlchard-247-4124 anytime. 9/21
2oij USED TV's-alt etyles. $15 up. 441
Wynmlnsr NE. 255-5987. 10/0

6)
3)

Engineering and Drafting Supplies-Technical Books-Maps

for

COLLEGE INN BA!WERSHOP - new
hours: MWFSnt 8:30-5:45, TTh 9:805:45.243-0003.303 Ani! NE. 9/21

2)

AU Slide Rules Discounted

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

girl student.
Trnh!IJ)ortntio·t n('ecHsnry. Kitche11 privllo>:os, laundry. Phone 200-1009. 11/16

5)

ROOM

1960 KAWASAl<I 500 cdl070 colors) li.oo
ruilo.s-$660.00. Soc nt New Mex1co
Cycle Ace. nt Carlisle nnd Central Nl!J
or 2fHJ .. 7!:174 nftcr 7 p.m. 9/22

TWo 'M.En. s'ruDFJNTs"',::.:cc-'-d'-c-oc-od,-to~co-:o1t

From anywhere in Albuquerque
into the Fair and back, the
Round Trip for just $1.00

247-4347

4)

=-~~---~~·-·-~---"-~,

INTERROBANG-Christinn Celebration of
liopc--SnturdnY cvcninl,"ll 11:16 p.m.,
Alumni ChnpcJ. 0·18

FIRST and BOLD

WHERE: Journalism Building. ltoom
15!J, .n!ternoona preferably or mail.

Clnsalfled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnyment rnuat be mnde in full )ltlor to insertion of advertisement,

<>
z

SE, which at one time housed the
Free University, is being prepared
for use as a Technical Application
Center for the Work Incentive
Program under the Institute for
Social Research and Development.
An old store building on Cornell
SE is being prepared to house the
Tamarind Institute for graduate
studies in lithography. It will open
this week.

Calling U

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. lr nd Is to
run five or more cons~cutive dnYs with
no ehan.r.'cs tht! r.nW is reduced· to lie
Per word nnd the minimum number or
words to 10.

addition to the fine arts center
will also be completed.
The data processing center,
now housed in the education
building, will be moved into the
new addition to the computer
center upon its completion,
Two off campus buildings are
in the process of being renovated.
The IBM building opposite the
University on Central and Sanford

Schwinger-Particles, Sources and Fields

The Popular Front for the Liberation of ~alestin7 (P~LP) announced
Tuesday it was treating Americans .among 1ts 54 ?1r hiJack hostages as
Israelis and would hold them until Israel met Its every demand. It
warned any attempt to intervene militarily would endanger the hostages
lives.
I
I"
"The United States is our enemy just the same as srae , a
spokesman for the extremist Palestinian guerrilla group told a news
.
conference in Amman.
In Jerusalem, the Israeli. parliament met in special emergency sessiOn
Tuesday to discuss the plight of the hostages, among them a large
number of Jews. The parliament, which had not been scheduled. to
meet before November, was summoned back urgently for the meetmg.

to the
FAIR I

Construction of classrooms;
· offices and other needed facilities
continued throughout the summer
despite delays caused by massive
cutbacks in federal spending.
Construction of the new Ortega
Hall began this summer on
Zimmerman Field. At a cost of
$1.7 million it will contain faculty
offices, classrooms and labs for
the study of modern languages. It
is scheduled for completion by
September, 1971.
The intercollegiate athletic
building costing $750,000 will be
completed next month on the
south campus. In November the
$2 million Law Building on the
north campus and the $250,000

PFLP Holds Americans

<

~ $1.00

come

U Construction Nears Completion

EMPLOYMENT

.

liELP WANTED~-mnle, port-tlmo. Apply
fn person at Der Weinerachnitzcl, 4201
Centrnl Ave. NE, 9/18

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SHARE DRIVING from S'nnta J:i'e? Lcnvc
mB!Isnge on lnw echool bulfeth1 board,
Patty Hunt. 9/18
.
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Editorial:

"You make no mistake. This
radical liberalism that infects our
Congress and poisons our country is
at best a bizarre mutation of the
Democratic liberalism in the great
Wilson, Roosevelt, Truman and
Kennedy tradition."

words that I could go home and look
up in my dictionary. I was really
dissappointed. But I guess I
shouldn't have been.
At the press conference Vice
President Agnew promised that a
news event of great importance was
happening right that moment in
Washington. What we got was an
announcement that President
Richard Nixon is going to visit
someplace on taxpayers' money.
And I was expecting a speech about
how the Republicans had been
keeping down inflation. But I guess

Agnew couldn't make a speech about
that, since Nixon is taking off on a
costly trip.
Instead of a major policy speech
and big words that would challenge
our intellects, the vice president
challenged our minds with some
obscure remarks about "radical
After a speech like that, I was
liberals."
And I still don't even know
really disappointed in our vice
what they are, much less who they
president. I was really expecting
are.
I was expecting so much more
some sort of a "major policy
from out vice president but I didn't
speech," just like the state's
hear
it. No wonder Amerika is in
Vice President Spiro Agnew on Republicans told me I would hear.
trouble.
And I was expecting some nice, big
"radical liberals":
Sarah Laidlaw
~'But of those individuals (who he
'You Old Rascal-You've Been Out Playing In The Mud Again!'
did not name), I should say this first
I
>
of all: they are not evil, they are not
insincere, and they are not
unpatriotic. It would be dead wrong
to say they are. One of the most
troublesome aspects of this problem
is that they believe very sincerely,
very deeply in the course that they
have been following. But in the year
1970 their philosophy is out of step
with the times. It makes them
neo-isolationists in foreign policy at
a time when. neo-isolationist
philosophy invites communist
aggression.
"The same philosophy makes
them obstructionists on Congress, at
a time when America's need is for
progressives who will cooperate with
our president in initiating an era of
restoration, renewal and reform. The
same philosophy makes them social
permissivists, at a time when
America just can't stand more
permissiveness if this society is to
control the radicalism tearing at its
roots.

Ameril(a

In
Trouble

Women')s
By BAYARD RUSTIN
Reprinted from the New America
The women's liberation
movement, which has created such
controversy in recent months, is not
a new phenomenon but part of a
long struggle for women's equality.
The fact that a major feminist
demonstration was held on Aug. 26,
1970, is indicative of the historical
character of· this movement, since
the date was the 50th anniversary of
the passage of the 19th Amendment
granting female sufferage.
The modern feminist movement
differs from the suffragette
movement of a half century ago in
that its demands have more to do
with economic equality than
political rights. To a considerable
degree, this is a reflection of
technological changes that have taken
place in the society which have freed
the more affluent women from
household chores and have enabled
them to gain a high degree of

MASH Focuses on Drug Abuse
By DEANNE STILLMAN
"A diabetic girl who had been
shooting speed came in. She couldn't
move her arm and her insulin bottle
was broken. We took the bottle over
to the Union and got some ice for it.
None of her medicine bottles were
labeled so we labeled all of them.
Then we took her to Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC) to
be treated."
MASH volunteer .Cindy Gerber
described what happened when
someone requiring medical treatment
came in. MASH, originally an
emergency first aid center, is now
redirecting its attention to the more
pressing problem of drug abuse in
the community.
MASH has not had any problem
with overdose (OD) cases being
busted when taken to BCMC for
treatment. "Apparently the doctors

proposed in isolation from the broad
social and economic context of
American life. The feminists are
making the same mistake that many
other social protestors have made:
that is, they do not connect their
demands with larger issues which
ultimately will determine whether
the soecific demands can be met.
For example, I am entirely for
free abortions on demand, since I
think women should be free to
choose whether or not they want to
have children. But I think that the
feminists would be wiser to make
this specific demand part of a larger
demand for socialized medicine. Our
current health system does not
permit all women, or all Americans,
to obtain adequate medical care, and
good health is a prerequisite for
"liberation," however one cares to
define that word.
Similarly, it is not enough to have
day care centers that will free the
mother from the children. There

From the President of the United States-Greetings ...

should also be the demand for the
expansion of preschool education
and for quality integrated schools
that will liberate the minds of the
children and enable them to develop
themselves to their fullest potential.
Finally, the demand for equal
employment, opportunities cannot
be met in the absence of full
employment. As long as a sizeable
portion of the population is out of
work, workers, regardless of their sex
or race, will have to compete for
jobs, and employers will be able to
hire those willing to work for the
least pay.
It should be added in this context
that the demand for female equality
_is too often stated in terms of giving
women the same rights as men. What
happens is that women then consider
their own privileges-such as laws
protecting women workers-to be
expendable. Rather than giving up
these rights, they should be
demanding that similar privileges be
granted to all workers.
The failure to date of the women's
liberation movement to make their
demands within this larger context I
have described is not accidental. It is,
if fact, a commentary on the affluent
social origins o.f many o.f the
feminists. They are, for the most
part, women who already have access
to adequate health care, whose
children (if they have them) ·
probably attend excellent schools,
and who don't need jobs but rather
better jobs. This is one of the reasons
why so few black women have
participated in the feminist
movement.
If the feminists do not make the
larger demands I have suggested,
their movement will become just
another middle class foray into
limited social reform, the main result
of which will be to divert valuable
social energies away from
the problem of fundamentally
transforming our society's
institutions. And without such a
transformation leading to full social
equality, all Americans-female or
male, black or · white, poor and
rich-will not be free.

are pretty discreet," Gerber
explained. "We brought in about half
of the OD cases this summer and no
one was busted. They're not really
interested in getting a kid in more
trouble."
Sometimes a person doesn't really
need any medical treatment, but just
needs to talk to someone, Gerber
said. "Late one night we received a
phone call from some kids about a
14-year-old friend of theirs who was
freaking out on acid. He had run
away from home and had just
dropped two tabs. We drove out to
meet his friends who then took us to
him. We took him back to MASH
headquarters where we talked him
down and he was okay."
Not everyone who comes to
MASH is freaking out on dope.
Sometimes people are lonely and just
want to come in and talk. MASH

volunteer Drew White explains that
people just want to know someone is
there. "They want to laugh, to cry,
to get things off their chest."
Once in a while people seeking
psychiatric help come in to MASH,
said co-chairman Steve Hubberd.
Usually the staff will talk with the
person, but Hubberd will arrange an
appointment with a psychiatrist at
the University-operated health center
if requested.
"I guess we've gone through a lot
of changes since last year," Hubberd
said. MASH was created during last
sp1·ing's strike when the health center
closed. "It seemed rather peculiar
that the health service shut down
when there was an immediate threat
of violence on campus," Hubberd
said.
MASH ambulances were present at
every potentially violent situation,

and it was the MASH staff that took
the wounded to the hospital.
"There is no need right now .for an
emergency first aid center on
campus," Hubberd explained.
"Since the strike, the University
health center has changed
considerably, and has made an effort
to serve the students. But MASH will
remain flexible so we can respond
more directly to the changing needs
of the community."
An ASUNM appropriation and
donations from hospitals and private
citizens are enabling MASH to
continue its operation.
At tfie present time, MASH hours
are 8 a.m. to midnight every day.
There will be a meeting Thursday at
6 p.m. at MASH headquarters in
Mesa Vista Hall for anyone
interested in working with UNM's
unique, medical program.

NEW
MEXICO
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U Students Reside

Lib Doesn')t Go Far Enough

education. They are now demanding
that jobs and other opportunities be
opened to them on a
non-discriminatory basis.
The force of their argument is
reflected in economic statistics
which show that the income
differential between men and women
is greater than it is between whites
and blacks.
If the women's liberation
movement should be criticized, it is
not because their demands are
unjust. What is wrong with these
demands is that they don't go far
enough. The three demands put
forth at the Aug. 26 demonstration
(in New York) were for free
abortions, 24-hour day care centers
for childrr.n of working mothers and
equal educational and employment
opportunities.
~These demands are fine enough in
themselves, and I would personally
take issue with none of them. But
they are inadequate in that they are

Student-Run Medical Unit Community Oriented

In 'Ghetto' Housing

! .'

By MARY ELLEN HANCOCK
one night to find the room
Four days after school has completely flooded. She claimed
started, some UNl\.f students arc about $200 in damages, but the
still desperately searching for a landlord
there was no
place to live. If one is lucky insurance onsaid
the
place.
coed
enough to "score," he may then said the flooding damage The
had
bt•en
b£! confronted with absurd leases, caused by beer cans (thrown from
overgrown cockroaches, gas leaks, the fraternity) clogging the drains.
flooding, burglars and lots and
Many of the landlords in the
lots of dirt.
student ghetto catTy no insurance.
"I just moved out here from In at least one apartment building
California with my wife, baby and on
the landlord has
1000 lbs. of furniture. I have new Columbia,
tenants sign a total liability
nowhere to live, and don't know lease. If the building burns down
where to look anymore," said a the tenants have to pay for it.
young graduate student.
'l' h e s t u d e n t -l a n d I o r d
Married students are perhaps relationship is a mixture of
feeling the most pressure. Only 20 landlord greed and student
University housing units are
Landlords have raised
available for married couples, destruction.
rent
of
some
efficiencies from
the
Mountain View Apartments, 558
$90
to
$110
a
month.
Students
units of low-cost housing for
often
pay
$70
for
roach·o·rama.
married couples, varies in price
But some students have also
from $69 to $120 a month. The caused
to be bitter. In
manager explained they have the past landlords
years
some
landlords have
nothing available now and have a been confronted with
Student Ghetto
devastated
three to six month waiting list.
apartments after students moved
But married students aren't the out. In one apartment building on
only ones experiencing housing Ash, the tenants had twice
Laguna and DeVargas dorms.
troubles. A student said a friend destroyed
everything and left However,
there have been no
of his wanted him to move down rubble a foot deep.
discussions of funding yet."
in the Valley, where housing used
A woman living on the 200
When asked about the crucial
to be easier to find. "I'm not block
of Princeton said the biggest
going to," the student said. "Tom problem she had with her off·campus housing situation,
has a place but he has to share the neighbors was that they brought Bierbaum said the shortage was
bathroom with 15 other people. too many dogs to the area. "I partially due to the liberalization
I'm willing to spend $150 and I filed a complaint or two because of undergraduate housing rules.
still haven't found a place."
they just wouldn't keep their dogs "Freshmen no longer have to stay
Students not equipped with from messing up my yard. There's in the dormitory unless their
enough cash are having the most a city ordinance about that, too," parents demand it. Many have
gone to off-campus housing/' he
difficulties. They wind their way she said.
said.
"But there has been an
daily through the rows and
At this time, there is no
sub-rows (alley housing) of the available housing in the ghetto increase of 2000 students this
area nearest the University, better area. The College Inn has some year and that has kept the dorms
full."
known as the "student ghetto.''
units available for girls, but the
Bierbaum said the University
Many of the houses in the old stand-by-University
puts priority on placing an
ghetto are on the perimeter of the dormitories-are full.
undergraduate first, then the
condemned zone. Many are
"In the last two years we've
condemned. Students llve in tried to out-guess what would graduate, "A student having been
windowless houses, some with no happen as far as getting rid of an undergraduate can usually find
working bathroom faciliti~.<s, empty dorm rooms. This year housing as a graduate," he said.
"An interesting development
Hazardous conditions such as gas there are no empty dorm rooms,"
from
the housing crisis,"
leaks and poor electrical wiring said. W. R. Bierbaum of the
continued Bierbaum, "has been
prevail.
University housing offices.
that many of the people of the
One coed said she heard of a
Bierbaum said there is still a list community really do want to help
gas leak problem in the apartment of students waiting to get into the
next. door, and after a new girl dotms. He said all of the women University students," he "has
moved in, awake11ed the girl in the applicants have been placed in been that many of the peopl~ of
middle of the night to make sure dorms, and he expects the men on the community have culled to tell
she was all right. The neighbor the waiting list to have dorm us that they have a room il1 their
f.old her not to sleep in the rooms shortly. "Fraternity rush homes to rent to students.
"All we have now is rooms for
apartment yet. A man from the takes some of the men out of the
rent.
It proves to me that the
gas company later told the girl dorms, and then we are able to
that if she had slept in the place the others who are on the people in the community really
do Want to help University
apartment through the night, she waiting list," he said.
students," he said.
probably never would have
The University has no definite
However, the existence of the
awakened.
plans for consttuction of dorms at student ghetto is an all too
Another coed said she lived in this time," continued Bierbaum.
an apartment behind a fraternity "We have long range plans to prominent factor. UNM students
house at one time, and awakened build on the area across from are still on the streets looking for
a home.

Thursday, September 17, 1970

Lobo photos by Mike Rowland

Located on Columbia and Lead, this house is a fair representation of
of several houses in the student ghetto. It has been occupied off and
on for the last years. In recent weeks children were seen playing in
front. The appearance has never changed for the better, as evidenced by
the modern plumbing facilities below.

